


 Kulture—De Mas Kings & Queens “NovaMasIntl” 

NOVA Mas International shared with KUOMagazine that a star    
suddenly becomes thousands time brighter and gradually fades to it’s 
original intensity that give you a premier carnival experience, by     
connecting with our Culture, Rhythm and Unity! They’re also        
commitment to delivering an exceptional “Bermuda’s Heroes  
Weekend” event that’s both local and international millennials.  Nova 
Mas Band stands true to their name that will provide and experience 
so outstanding that their light will burn our only after the fete is done! 
KUOMagazine wanted to get a little more up close a personal when it 
comes to what their Ethos were, their biggest challenges, inspiration in 
designing their costumes, what culture means to them, beauty tips for 
the road and so much more….. So let’s start the conversation……. 

Nova Mas Int’l is #Rhythm #Culture #Unity that Shines Beyond de Fete of Carnival! 
 
KUOM: Tell us about the Culture and what's important? 
Nova Mas: We are committed to highlighting, preserving and portraying the culture and arts of Bermuda. We value our   
island and the many assets it has to offer. Our band is inspired by authentic Trinidad carnival    traditions and Bermuda’s  
local heritage and culture. 
 
KUOM: What about when it come to the costumes what style is the theme? 
NOVA MAS: Through our creative and artistic expression, we effectively fuse an explosion of bright colors, costume, food 
and carnival's music & dance. The richness of our brand is reminiscent of Bermuda’s Atlantic jewels.  Our team is dedicated 
to not only helping to make Bermuda Heroes Weekend an amazing party time, but also a time to show off elements of    
Bermuda's culture to a new international market. 
 
KUOM: What does culture mean to Nova Mas and what challenges do you see within your Caribbean community?  
NOVA MAS: Culture is at the heart of our ethos! We are committed to highlighting, preserving and portraying the culture 
and arts of Bermuda. Our band is inspired by authentic Trinidad carnival traditions yet celebrates Bermuda’s local heritage 
and culture. Through our creative and artistic expression, we effectively fuse an explosion of bright colors, costumes, food 
and carnival's music & dance.  
 
KUOM: What are your ETHOS when it comes to Culture, Rhythm and Unity? 

CULTURE 

 We are committed to highlighting, preserving and portraying the culture and arts of Bermuda. We value our island and 
the many assets it has to offer. Our band is inspired by authentic Trinidad carnival traditions and Bermuda’s local       
heritage and culture. 

 Through our creative and artistic expression, we effectively fuse an explosion of bright colors, costume, food and       
carnival's music & dance. The richness of our brand is reminiscent of Bermuda’s Atlantic jewels. 

 Our team is dedicated to not only helping to make Bermuda Heroes Weekend an amazing party time, but also a time to 
show off elements of Bermuda's culture to a new international market. 

 
RHYTHM 

 Our animated team embraces key elements of carnival, namely history, song and dance.  The atmosphere of rapture 

and NOVA Mas' vibrant island rhythm will foster an eruption of energy amongst masqueraders and spectators alike.  

 We envision that the overall vibe and rhythm of NOVA Mas International to be a festive celebration, merging  modern 

day beats with an eruption of fantasy energy. 
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 We promote individuality and our band facilitates the prime           
opportunity to illustrate dynamic self-expression. –A true celebration 
of life! 
 

UNITY 

 Our band emphasizes the value of unity. NOVA Mas fuses and        

connects aspects from all demographics, catalyzing a true community 

celebration.  While parading, we also promote the education and 

growth of all people involved, fostering an opportunity for mas-

queraders to discover elements in common and simultaneously     

celebrate the differences among us all. 
 The principals instilled by our team will establish and radiate an aura 

of harmony, entertainment and fulfillment which will contribute to 
the gratification and enrichment  

 
KUOM: When it comes to the rhythm what elements does Nova Mas   
embrace and what do you mostly promote when it comes to the band. 
NOVA MAS: Our animated team embraces key elements of carnival, 
namely history, song and dance.  The atmosphere of  rapture and NOVA 
Mas' vibrant island rhythm will foster an   eruption of energy amongst 
masqueraders and spectators alike. We  envision that the overall vibe and 
rhythm of NOVA Mas International to be a festive celebration, merging 
modern day beats with an eruption of fantasy energy. We promote      
individuality and our band facilitates the prime opportunity to illustrate 
dynamic self-expression. –A true celebration of life! 
 
KUOM: Thinking of the word UNITY it seems that a lot of Caribbean           
Organizations, Mas Bands and within our Caribbean Community don’t 
have that value. What are your values? 
NOVA MAS: Our band emphasizes the value of unity. NOVA Mas fuses 
and connects  aspects from all demographics, catalyzing a true community 
celebration.  While parading, we also promote the education and growth 
of all people involved, fostering an  opportunity for masqueraders to   
discover elements in common and simultaneously celebrate the        
differences among us all. The principals instilled by our team will establish 
and radiate an aura of harmony, entertainment and fulfillment which will 
contribute to the gratification and enrichment. 
 
KUOM: Now, I  know Daryl is the International Costumer Designer for the 
band, can you share the essence Nova Mas wants to capture and what 
does each costumes symbolize? 
 
NOVA MAS: NOVA Mas International wanted to capture the essence of 
Bermuda when   creating the masquerade costume. What better than to 
highlight the Parrotfish, an iconic island treasure that you are bound see 
gliding through the crystal blue waters of Bermuda, and The Gombey, 
Bermuda’s cultural icon known for its vibrant colors and rhythm of drums 
that drives movement a facilitates a true celebration of life.  
 
The Parrotfish 
There are fourteen (14) main species of Parrotfish in Bermuda.  As you 
snorkel amongst the reef, look out for the Stripped Parrotfish, the Stop-
light Parrotfish, the Queen Parrotfish, the Princess Parrotfish, the Rainbow 
Parrotfish, the Midnight Parrotfish and the Blue Parrotfish; just to name a 

few. In addition to being beautiful in color,    
Parrotfish play a vital role on the reef system 
and in the seagrass beds.  As herbivorous fish, 
they graze on seagrass and the algae that grow 
on corals with their beak-like mouths. At the 
same time, they scrape off a layer of rock or  
coral. In digestion they make use of the algae as 
food and eliminate the pulverized rock. Ever 
wondered how we get out beautiful sandy 
shores? Parrotfish contribute thousands of sand 
each year. Many coral reef systems around the 
world are struggling due to overfishing and food 
exploitation.  Without an abundance of reef fish, 
specifically including the Parrotfish, the health of 
the coral reef would decline significant-
ly. Parrotfish have been placed on the protected 
species list. NOVA understands the significance 
of the Parrotfish and the preservation of our 
reef system.  As such, we proudly donate part 
proceeds to the Bermuda Zoological Society 
(Registered Charity #179) for their assistance in 
conserving, and avid work rehabilitating this 
beautiful island treasure.  
 

The Gombey 
Bermuda’s cultural icon! Like its dance, the 
combination of colors represents the island’s 
blend of cultures.  The rhythm of the drums 
that drives its movement comes alive in the 
bounce and flow of spectators.   
 
KUOM: What has been Nova Mas biggest 
challenges each year playing mas? 
NOVA MAS: This is actually our first foray as a 
band participating in Bermuda Carnival.  We 
(NOVA Mas International) are committed to 
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deliver an exceptional Bermuda's Heroes Weekend event to 

both local and international millennials. Our Band will live 

true to its name and provide an experience so outstanding 

that our light will burn out only after the fete is done! As a 

new band there have been numerous challenges but our 

diverse team is comprised of educated, talented, dedicated 

and experienced individuals who have made this transition 

a smooth one. Our the team endeavors to provide a quality 

experience that aligns with the Bermuda Heroes Week-

end brand, while remaining culturally and authentically rich 

and displaying the best we have to offer as an island! But 

we have a highly experienced and passionate team who 

have made the transition smooth. 

 

KUOM: Have Nova Mas played mas anywhere else other 

than Bermuda (like  other Caribbean Islands or USA)? 

NOVA MAS: Members of our team have played at different 

carnivals from all over the world.  We are collectively bring-

ing our experiences and presenting them here in Bermuda 

for NOVA! 

 

KUOM: Can you share 3 Beauty tips for Carnival day? 

NOVA MAS: 

1. Set your makeup with powder so it doesn’t run.. 

2.Embellish to your heart’s content. 

3. Wear sunscreen!! 

 
KUOM: Is there a Kiddies section or will there be in the   
future? 
NOVA MAS: Yes, the first ever kiddies carnival in Bermuda 
is June 4th and NOVA Kiddies will be making its debut.  Our 

kiddies costume options will be revealed soon. 
 
KUOM: What goes into designing a costume each year and 
where do you draw  inspiration from each time? 
NOVA MAS:  Nova wanted to capture the essence of        
Bermuda when creating the masquerade costume. What 
better than to highlight the Parrotfish, an iconic                
island treasure that you are bound see gliding through the 
crystal blue waters of Bermuda, and The Gombey,             
Bermuda’s cultural icon known for its vibrant colors and 
rhythm of drums that drives movement a facilitates a 
true celebration of life. Finding the right designer took a 
considerable amount of research and vetting.  We engaged 
North American designer whose work and                          
approach satisfied our needs. We leave all things NOVA 
with respect to costume design and execution up to that 
entity.  
 
KUOM: Question: You play mas because? 
NOVA MAS: Life is too short not to play mas.  It such a great 
opportunity to celebrate culture, unify, have fun and free 
up! 
 
KUOM: Your favorite memory of Carnival and where? 
NOVA MAS:  We have many.  Our team LOVES playing Mas 
in Trinidad but also enjoy Crop Over, Caribana, NYC Labor 
Day among many others.  Bermuda is definitely going to 
become a favorite among many.  
 

KUOM: What advice would you give someone who wants to 

play mas or form a band? 

NOVA MAS:  Our advice is, “Life is too short not to play 
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mas!” For anyone interested in forming a band our 

advice is to do it for the love of the culture, do your 

research, create a strong team, know your audience 

and be willing to take risk! 

 

KUOM: Have you ever won band of the year or King/

Queen? 

NOVA MAS: No 

 

KUOM: Last question. What’s next for Nova Mas and 

where do you see yourself the in the next 5 years? 

NOVA MAS: We hope that the NOVA brand will be 

synonymous with Carnival not just in Bermuda but 

also on the international carnival scene! 

 
KUOMagazine would like to say thank you Seldon & 
Nova Mas International family for allowing us to 
showcase them in our Karibbean Kulture “De Mas 
Kings & Queen,” a few of their costumes, as well as 
getting to know our mas band in the beautiful Islands 
of  Bermuda. KUO-Magazine’s motto is “Our Mas 
Bands are the #Rhythm in our feet, the #Culture that 
makes us who we are and most of all #Unity that 
keep us together for generations to come.”  
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Carnival is our mas bands that showcase many various aspects of our Culture and without you Carnival would not exist. So, 
thank you to our Mas Bands. And as always, KUOMagazine is delighted to feature a mas bands from the USA to back home 
in the Caribbean Islands. Remember, you are all Kings & Queens of when you touch road on Carnival day! Again, thank   
Nova Mas Int’l. For more information on Nova Mas Int’l, and to see their beautiful costumes and play mas with them, 
please visit them on all their website and social media links:  

Website: @NovaMasIntl 
Facebook: @NovaMasintl 

General Queries: @info@novamasintl.com 
International Guests: @concierge@novamasintl.com  

Media/Press related Queries: @media@novamasint.com 

http://www.novamasintl.com/
https://www.facebook.com/NovaMasintl-968739869838414
mailto:info@novamasintl.com
mailto:concierge@novamasintl.com
mailto:concierge@novamasintl.com
mailto:media@novamasint.com

